
Stages of personality 
development (according to Freud 
…)

And a few others!



A contemporary interpretation of 
Freud’s psychosexual stages:

• Each stage is a shift in the range of 
possible control:
– Control of one’s self, and
– Control of others

• Example: toilet training
– Control of one’s bodily functions
– Control of parents



birth (not a true "stage)

birth trauma as the original source for 
pathological ("trait") anxiety?  
Rebirthing as a therapy addressing this 
trauma



oral stage
Incorporative oral substage

issue for self-control:
delaying gratification

fixation manifested as:
sucking, eating, smoking, kissing

Expulsive oral substage
issue for self-control:

 pain tolerance, not biting!!!
fixation manifested as: 

 aggressive, biting, spitting orally aggressive (e.g., 
"biting" sarcasm”)



Another symptom of oral 
fixation?
From Elle, “She’s got to have it.” (2001, ?, p. 164)
    Marianne Gillow, MD, is a psychiatrist whose office 

is in SoHo, one of New York’s main shopping 
districts.

“Obsessive shopping is really all about unmet oral 
dependency needs,” Gillow says. “It’s about a person 
who’s stuck in a phase of childhood where they 
haven’t gotten their oral needs met, and their turn 
into chronically hungry, needy adults. Since we live in 
a hungry culture, some women find that shopping is 
safer than eating.”



More from Gillow:

“The Freudians,” according to Gillow, “would 
say these women weren’t breast-fed 
adequately; biologists would say they’re 
susceptible to anxiety, especially 
separation anxiety. If that’s the case, you’re 
most likely to have deficits in self-soothing, 
so you’re going to be looking for external 
sources to alleviate that anxiety.”



anal stage

• expulsive anal substage
– Issue for self-control:  not defecating until appropriate 

place and time.
– Fixation manifest as:

• e.g., dropping bombs
• retentive anal substage

– Issue for self-control:  being able to defecate at the 
appropriate place and time.

– Fixation manifest as:
• excessively neat
• accumulating money, wealth, stuff
• "Up tight"
• anal-retentive



phallic stage
• issue for self-control:

– not masturbating in public
• fixation manifest as...

– desire for child => parent incest
– Men

• brash, excessively self-confident
• conquest of women, then dumping, is way of proving sexuality

– Women
• "castrating female"
• conquest of men, then dumping is way of proving sexuality (and 

a male-sort of sexuality too,)



Oedipal conflict:
• Greek tragedy:  Oedipus (Sophocles)
• Jim Morrison & the Doors:

– The End (6:30→)

• as prophesied, killed father and married 
mother



stages of the Oedipal conflict:

• 1.  boy (& girl) initially identify with and love the 
mother (anaclitic identification)

• 2.  boy next loves mother
• 3.  boy fears loss of father's love and castration 

by father
– The boy also fears the loss of his mother's love... 
– So, Castration Anxiety

• 4.  boy resolves this conflict by identifying with 
father, which allows him to continue loving 
mother or a mother surrogate
– Identification with the (fantasized) Aggressor
– boy, specifically, inculcates father's superego



Electra conflict

• ancient Greek character:  Electra
– persuaded brother to kill mother and mother's 

lover in revenge for death of father



stages of the Electra conflict:
• 1.  boy & girl both identify & love, initially, the mother 

(anaclitic identification)
• 2.  girl realizes lack of penis, resulting in penis envy
• 3.  girl proceeds to blame mother for:

– 3a.  not giving her a penis, or...
– 3b.   removing her penis as punishment for imagined 

transgressions or desires
• 4.  wishes to possess father ... why?

– he has “desirable” organ (?!)
• 5.  sublimates desire for father by  identifying with mother

– So, girl does not fear castration
– So, girl does not develop  as strong a superego as boy
– So, has baby as penis substitutes (esp. baby boy)



latency stage

• 5-6 years of sublimation while awaiting 
adolescence

• Fixation:
– May result in perpetual pre-adolescence.



genital stage
• early genital stage:  Issue in self-control:  

directing sexual energy to appropriate 
outlets until married.

• maturity:  sexually active, married adult.
• Fixation:

– permanent (one hopes!)



(no stages for aging in Freud’s theory)

But, consider Erik Erikson’s theory!
1. Oral-sensory (trust v mistrust)
2. Muscular-anal (autonomy v doubt, shame)
3. Locomotor-genital (initiative v guilt)
4. Latency (industriousness v inferiority)
5. Adolescence (identity v role confusion)
6. Young adulthood (intimacy v isolation)
7. Adulthood (generativity v stagnation)
8. Maturity & old age (integrity v despair)


